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ACCORDING TOOLSWITH IvfEANING
WITHIN TRE ORGANIZATION OF CONCRETE WORK SITUATIONS
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Way back in the fifties just after the advent of computers the US Nnvy Special Projects
Office developed a planning system called Program Evaluation and Review Technique, PERT
for short. It was used to assist the construction of the Polaris nuclear submarines meeting
schedules, and it is said to have saved the US Navy many dollars. The well known PERT
diagram was developed for that occasion, and the scheduling facilities were gradually
computerized. This is an early exampIe of computer supported cooperative work, where
human activity and electronic computing meshed in interactions never seen before. The last
decade or so has seen a spate of such systems, their development enhanced by facilities such
as networking and graphics. Examples of this kind of computerization are office automation,
CAD/CAM, systems for the maintenance of plant components, and computer suppOlted
regulation in control raoms.
However, the employment of this kind of systems has produced many surprises and has not
always met expectations. For example, one hears about architectural finns having stopped
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using CAD/CAM programs, which they have implemented at great cos!. One can hear
contractors of computer systems for the maintenance of plant components admit that they are
said to be hard to use, but the contractors claim that the proper use is a matter of schooling.
From a different angle on a similar problem Henderson (93) reports on the difficulties using
CAD/CAM: The systems are said to impose one way of designing as the correct one, and we
hear about how the designers surrnount tne problems and incorporate the systems in the
working methods of their preference according to the task at hand. Taylor et al. (96) reports on
a police force where new computer based communications technology was introduced and the
police dispatchers substituted with less qualified personel at the same time. The authors
demonstrate how these changes revealed the more supple judgements the police dispatchers
had performed in assigning tasks to the police force before the introduction of computers,
judgements which the computer system was not incorporating. The introduction of computer
systems thus reorganize the work place, its work pattems, its personnel and it is also changed
in many other respects. The broad scope of changes is well known to the system developers.
One can hear many interpretations of theo changes, differing according to the work place at
issue. For example engineers seltirig-up' computerized control rooms state that the new
technique makes boredom a core problem in control room jobs. They say there is nothing to
do in the control room for long periods, the operators may doze off, and when dramatic events
o
happen they wake up to a panicky situation and react irrationally.
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Whatever the nature of the problem may be, the introduction of computers implies a set of
challenges: a reorganization of the work force, and like in any other introduction of new tech
nology this involves changes in training, wages, employment etc.. From previous experience
there are some resources and routines - be they adequate or not - with which to handle these
challenges. It is however clear that a striking and specific feature af the challenges can be
found in many investigations of the introduction af computers to work places. It is the
apparent importance af until now hidden and lowly regarded aspects of work rasks. Until the
advent of those investigations it was much easier for a scientific investigator to adhere to a
notion af job performance as folIowing rules. When a superordinate in a work organisation
told a subordinate to do something to be finished by tomorrow, the superordinate was intent
on results and from contact with the shop floor or from his own previous experience he would
probably know what went on while the job was performed, and this helped him to evaluate
how to pull the strings in arder to get optimal results. A scientific investigator af work
organization ar a system developer was not determined to get practicaI results in the first
place, but to get facts, he did not need the intimate knowledge of the superordinate, but was
bent an minimal, essential knowledge, which to him gave an overview. Thus it appeared
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reasonable to him to stick to the belief that the subordinate accomplished the job by following
rules, this allowed the investigator to perform formal scientific analysis. But the problems
popping up during the computerization af work tasks has forced the scientific investigator
into another levelof surprising particularity. The interaction between computer and human
being compels the formal analysis to a levelof detail not necessary earlier. Sometimes the
fine-grained analysis makes a computerization possible, at other times it is of no use. At the
end of the road the shortcomings af the fine-grained analysis and its diminishing returns
become conspicuous, and other ways af description appear. It becomes clear to some that
human beings do not manage a job by blindly following formal rules like a computer. It is the
computer which necessitates the detailed analysis, a human being only needs a general
description of the job to get the general idea, and it will fil! in the detaiIs while acting. As in
the exarnples above, when human being acts, we find the supple judgements made by the
work force in order to fulfil! the job.
We hit upon a phenomenon which the present author arnong others understands as a limi
tation of formal analysis. The Iimitationruns parallel to the fact, that an automated machine is
never let alone. A human being is 'always'brought in to monitor an automaton, it is not
considered safe to let the autornatan loose, be it the auto-pilot in an airplane ar a robot in a
factory. Something may come up, which only the human being would be able to identify and
handle, a situation mightoccur where the human being would jug.gle)'(ithgpalsandmeans-to ..... ""-;~~i~5~]~'
. copewith it 'Ahuman' bemgwotks by'inåking end~.ineet';:go-iIt!l-\iW:k!;fiieanS'4iie·h:Iodttiei.i:;M9i;i;
changed accordlng to the needsof the Situation. This alsounpJi<;S'itliåtetrorsafifiderii:Jfkia-and
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.'.'specific-to hW}'ll!niactivity, among themicanbe mentionedga;'~'f!i1,q~~~I'L1'99.7H:J:e~t1Lll.Y~2},;rt-L;;t5'ii;~~~
(1988), and Lucy Suchman (1987). Their way of investigating situated human activfty has set
off a trend, which is more or less opposed to a formal analysis of human activity, and in which
the work of the present author is also inscribed. The trend is contested by people working
within the tradition of cognitive science (e.g. Vera ang Simon (1993)). The issue up for
discussion between these many groups is the relation of the dynarnics of human activity to the .
formalizations which can be prograrnmed into a computer. The positions in the debate are not
clear cut, but two main viewpoints can be distinguished. :
It is a common notion in cognitive science that human thinking works according to
principles af formal logic (Allen and Newell: "Human Problem Solving"). Formal logic
consists af finite elements and logical operations on those elements, e.g. if a<b then c.
Computers are machines which process numbers according to the rules of formal logic. TO!
discuss whether computers can simulate human thinking is then to discuss whether human!
thinking and its meaning consist of finite elements and operations on those elements. Withilli
i
cognitive science it is believed that the automaton simulating human thinking does not work •
yet, because it is not perfect, it is not made all encompassing. If only all instances were taken'
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care of, if only the analysis could be sufficiently fine-grained in the right places, it could work
on its own.
The other position works with identifying specific aspects of human thinking, which
cannot necessarily be formalized, so that they may be modelled in a computer. Embodiment
and situatedness are concepts to circumscribe these specific traits. In the present chapter a
central aspect of human thinking is determined as its ability to identify what kind of object
this particular thing is. This is seen as achieved by human beings according meaning to
C situations in which they act by making ends meet Furthermore formalisms are understood as
tools, which do not possess meaning, but are used and accorded meaning by human beings in
their activity. TIlis position is an elaboration of eritical Psychology (cf. Tolman and Maiers
(1991) and Holzkamp (1983)).

Thus, in the present chapter these two positions are confronted, and some arguments will
be given to the effect that human thinking is determined by content and cannot be formalized.
Such arguments are of course not mean t to.deny formalisms their fertility. The advent of the
computer, all the kinds of use ~ also unexpected - ,to which it has been applied, the profound
change of the organization of social activity'{t has caused, must all be taken as evidence of the
fertility of the application of formal analysis to human activity. However, in the end the
feritility of formal analysis is not a proof of its validity as a modelof human activity, not a
, ',' proof that it gpverns human activity itse![ The chapter~ilLaccordingly aimat encircli~.ll·.~.:~'':''j'.;z-';';_
'. , 'dori-lairi ofanalysis of human'a~tivity, in :Which forman.smsqan 6e'of~0 avail, in'·~t'dertOheIJl':;-:;~·~;·;::.';:'
···.theproper domain of formal analysis .tostandou~ ,mpre cfeai-lY. Itargties.t.hateach dorpain,..
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First the formal approach will be determined and some of those characteristics will be
accentuated which stops it from being a valid instrument with which to grasp the process of
human activity. Second, some of those aspects of human activity will be determined, which
place it out of reach of formal analysis. Lastly some of the points discussed will be demon
strated in the work activity of a group of control room operators in a city district-heating
system.

Cognitive science as abstract and formal
In their c1assic "Human Problem Solving" (1972) Newell and Simon characterize their own

conception as emerging from a powerful and growing "Zeitgeist", having its origins around
the tum of the century (ibid, 72, p. 878) and coming together just before and after the World
War II. The Zeitgeist congealed from the formalization of logic and mathematics of
Whitehead and Russell, Shannon's information theory, Wiener's cybernetics based on
p.4
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servomechanism theory and control theory. Thus NewelI and Simon point to those
developments in formal sciences and engineering, which made the computers and automatic
plants of today possible, and hence they base their understanding of human beings on
technological developments. As they see it, the fundamental contribution of formallogic was
that the manipulation of symbols "could be described in terms of specific, concrete processes
quite as readily as could the manipulation of pine boards in a carpenter shop. The formaliz
ation of logic showed that syrnbois can be copied, compared, rearranged, and concatenated
with just as much definiteness of process as boards can be sawed. planned. measured and
glued" (ibid, 72, p. 877).
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To base one's understanding of human beings on control processes utilised in technological
progress is not necessarily problematic in itself. In the industry the formalisms were planned,
measured, sawed and glued so that plant productions were regulated and controlled in
anticipated ways. This feature made the formalizations advocated in Bruner's "A Study of
Thinking" from 1956, and in Miller,GaIll!'1ter and Pribram's "Plans and the Structure of
Behavior" - which was published lo 1960 and ,was inspired by the approach of NewelI and
Simon - appear workable in the behavioral's'cientlst's shop. A conscious control of behavior
could be understood as processes which were open to the same kind of scientific con trol
procedures as behavior and the construction of industrial plants. Consciousness was not
any more a volatile phenomenon studiedby, vitalists,_ con~oL~tlJ!ctures1fer(:a fllm,~hicJ:!' .,2:.. :.~:~~lf~f;;%.
made, thestud{ ofc()nsciousness possibie at .tRec behaviot'iirl.~~Partiti\>ryi{6t:;~rlmt@Y,;
American universities. All theo same, itjs still
issue~ wh'etH-& th,e'fbiiDalisms' ' " stile,:;"
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us to study the precise symbolic process, the implementation of which wilI be restricted by
material considerations, whether the process is implemented in man or machine.
Thus on the levelof the abstract Information Processing Sjstem, the performance of
human problem solving is investigatedas symbolic behavior. Some aspects of human
behavior is omitted, however. Learning is seen as changes in the performance of the
individual, and it is claimed that as long as the theory of performance in human problem
solving is not well understood, it is better to abstain from the study of learning (NewelI and
Simon, (72), p. 7). Furthermore, contrary to computers human beings possess a fully develop
ed perceptual system. But in perception one can find gestalt phenomena, whose nature is not
sequential and has not yet been detennined. Because the theory of symbolic behavior works
with sequential processes, also perception has been omitted. The study of human problem
solving may thus be characterized as a formal theory of how problems are solved, discounting
perception, learning, and behavior.
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control structures in automatic machines and then was applied to human beings. We may ask
in what way the formal theory of sequential symbolic behavior would determine how an
operator reacts to alarms in an automated hydraulic system. To the knowledge of the present
author the answer has not been worked out in detail, but we can make a sketch of the direction
such an investigation would take. According to the delimitation of Newell and Simon we must
disregard perception, learning and development, and therefore we must consider an abstract
case of recognition, which is pure routine. IT everyday life were different from their
conception - that is, if you could learn from even the most drowsy routine - Newell and Simon
would not be able to detect it, having eliminated learning from the theory and relegated it to
other kinds of investigation.
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What we win by excluding anything new or changing in the operator's recognition - or in
, !:
any other aspects of his activity - is an abii\ity to formilize the operator's routine. We become
li
able to identify formal symbols, which can be processed in an information processing system,
li
and which denote alarms, pumps; vel1tset~: in the plant To make our formilization work
II
properly we must identify alhhe.symtiols relevant to the system of the plant. Out of the
li
elementary operations in the infonTIati<m processing system - those of copying, comparing,
!i
rearranging, and concatenating - we must construct the complete set of more specific
il
operations on the symbols relevant to the functioning of the plant: acknowledging alarms,
li
" turning pumps on and off, opening and, closingvents ,etc. As the behavior of the operatoris,,_, ••:.;;,,;j
li'·cOnaitoned. wemust' set-up ,the conditions' prop~r.'!~;§ch~2Perfltion, con.ditioris· f6r.,tUmirg:;-:;:;;;'~·;>~::;~:J
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, , . ihfonnation processing system ot' the' operatoriS'the'-h"detefmined in thefollowing ,"Yay.'Th~ .., :,,::::'
l
• ,plant is in one' state; e.g. an alarm turns?i1'cwhenppe,ssllre,~fs toO,l9?'"; he knows.J\}t:-FeIe."'~!:{,'7jt~~h.k,i,,e.~d
- -goå(state for thisalarrn, e.g. attairiing tfle'shmdard level piessure, and he must now ideniify ., ',',
"
the set of productions with which he can proceed from the alarm state to the goal state. A
fundamental procedure with which to move from the initial slate to the solution is a search
hierarchy: on the initial state each possibie production is applied, and the new state is
analysed in terms relevant to obtaining the goal. The best production is chosen, a further state
is obtained by applying yet another production etc.
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The concepts of symbol, operation, production, production system, problem space and
search hierarchy have become the common lore of cognitive scientists. They were originaIly
developed through the analysis of small problems, like how to open a safe with ten tum
knobs, each having ten possibie positions. The problem can also be used to illustrate another
key concept in cognitive science, which pointed to its t'urther development. The systematic
search dictates setting all knobs at the first position, then turning the first knob through all its
positions, then setting the second knob on its second position, again turning the first knob
through all its positions etc, until the knobs were in the position allowing the safe to be
opened. IT now the click ot' each knob was recognizably faint when it entered the correct
position, the search would be greatly reduced. This is an example of aheuristic search, in
p,6
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which knowledge about the particular safe shortens considerably the search for the correct
position of the knobs. Everyday experience telis us that the heuristic search mostly resembles
the way human beings work with problems. This consideration is especially valid for our
operator, he would not perform a systematic search of all the possibIe production mies
applicable to the present state of the plant, he wou1d do something resembling a mixture of a
heuristic and systematic search, based on his acquired knowledge of the workings of the plant.
The change from general procedures in problem salving to heuristic searches based on know
ledge of the problem space was a key development in cognitive science in the seventies.
To acknow ledge the importance of heuristic search malæs the importance of learning
evident. Originally, way back in the flfties when NewelI and Simon defined their new science
of information processing, they were scientifically strict by delimiting their approach from
learning and perception. As demonstrated above the formal theories they applied transformed
problem solving to formal operations in an axiomatic system, where all the elements for the
solution of the problem are given befo:re th~solution is embarked upon. The formalisms can
on1y be applied after t~e pro~lem·h~beenpose~ (c(SeideL:'Denken",1976).By ~xcluding
'perceptiOn,'leiriiiniand developmeni,'in-~hibh processes ane would expect the problem to be
encoded, or better to be posed, NewelI and Simon were hence acting in accordance with their
theoretical approach, not necessarily in accordance with the necessities of reality. To introduce
heuristics is tg)lltrgducethe[ruits of learning witho,ut attacl<irl,Kt~r'pW~leI]1 oCljnderstanding ..,
Simon <:ould cOni.'frrueLI!!(li!,:i~)gafians~intO'ir~@al:; .•
. leamirlg:In:fuii\vay' NeWelI .
procedures, and leave the sludy of learning to som~b\il~x~I~~{QlIt~JlT~~~~~s;wg~I.:e)t;.is:;sc;;i:
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'whichpurportstobe a general system to build expett;Sy'sce~s:able'ito.Ieatn'.:(;Waldrop (~87)if;~-:Ci'(;:.i;i"''''!'~
Simon clairns that problems in perception have been solved with the techniques of neural
networks (Vera and Simon (93)).
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of learning and perception does not however change the precondi
tions of formal theories, it is still true that formal theories can only be applied to closed
problem spaces where all elements and operations are determined in advance. A formal
descnption of how the operator responds to alarms must still be based on the c10sed set of
representations for alarms, acknowledging alarms etc, present to him when he responds, as
stated above. I take this to mean that performing the operations of a formal system in a
problem space we may be able to com bine the present elements in as many ways as aIlowed
by the mies for permutation, but we will never be able to abstract a new kind of symbol or
operation learned from our operations, or from a formally operating perceptual system. This
conc1usion is based on a well known discussion in philosophy, a main direction of which will
only be hinted at in the present chapter:

- In an abstract Jonnal system the abstraction process is presupposed. It is Locke's idea of
concept formation, which became one of the roots of formallogic. Katherine Nelson ((1974),
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p. 270) explains: To Locke "it is by a process of abstraction that concepts are formed; we
observe a number of particular objects and abstract from them those features that are common
to several of them. Concepts are formed when objects are c1assified. Not only must we notice
similarities to form a general idea, but we must also set aside particular differences, which are
not relevant to the concept in question." The argument has two steps, first we note common
features and set aside particular differences in a set of objects, then we c1assify the objects
according to their common features. The c1assification is normally said to constitute the
concept. In "Substance and Function" Cassirer argues: "The concept, however, is not deduced
thereby, but presupposed; for when we asenbe to a manifold an order and connection of
elements, we have already presupposed the concept, if not in its complete form, yet in its
fundamental function" C'Substance and Function", 53, p. 17). Cassirer argues that the
c1assification presupposes the abstracted features, and that the concept is inherently
constituted by the abstracted features, which the c1assification simply confirms. The c1assifi
cation is the formal process, the abstraction lies before it and sets up the concept. This circum
stance parallels our earlier statementthat"the posing of a problem comes before its formal
statement. It was the reason that New~ll" artd.'Simon in the fifties disregarded perception and
learning, which we connect with the abstraction process.
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- Formal statements are only valid after the concept has been established. But could it then
, , ~'i~;;J
bepossible to explain the abstraction processitseIf whetherin perception.orin learning,
throllgh a formal systeml This question is iniinediatdy, Sel.fdefying.The reaSonis that }i{;l },C": c,, f
, ".' peJ.'ceptionand learning the objects appear a~ theunityof theparticular and universai. Loiifaf, .,.",'!
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.assuiriptions, 'and the . reasoningmayguidehin1;bufFte 'reascinihg presupposespreformed·:.:":·.:~f·~"·':'·'J
concepts to work willi artd' thus the reasoiUnghelps him choose amongpre-established"';'" '. •
.... ; !::onc<;Etual altema.tives. Henc~yo\l.cannot,use-p.QQ4ig;Qn'l1:~~teme.[1tsto establish. ?rciden@,;,;"".,t ~'_:iL:i
the' universal aspects of this particular thing! TheTe must be other kinds ofriecessities' .
involved in perception and leaming. These other necessities must be able to work in an open
space, meaning that they must allow for the possibiliry of acknowledging that the object
confronting the operator was not an alaIm of this kind, but maybe of that kind or maybe
something quite else whose identiry must be ascertained.
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According to this line of argument abstraction, perception, concept formation, learning,
and human development. then, cannot be explained by formal systems. Furthermore,
mathematics cannot be identified with the formalistic school of Whitehead and Russell, there
are other mathematical schools contesting that formalisms constitute mathematics (cf Davis
and Hersch (90». Formal systems are tools with which to systematize elements a1I:eady
formed and belongmg to a closed space:Within the terms.of the. fOl11l_a.t_par~igtp_~d_,~ts
appllcation onjhinklIig,y;e:jl~.;e::~ome,upolLseriou~problems. To me, the nature of the
problems offers reasons of sufficient strength to transcend the paradigm. It becomes the task
to identify how human beings dig out meaning of a situation. We saw that Newell and Simon
stated that the formal, mechanical operations of copying, comparing, rearranging. and
concatenating are just as definite as the processes of sawing, planning, measuring and gIuing
p8
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pine baards. This statement we may take to demonstrate the tool character of formalisms.
r When formalisms are tools, we must go back one step and study the use of tools. We must
.\ investigate the carpenter's shop, the computer scientist's shop, the social activity of the
subjects in the shops. We must determine central aspects of human subjectivity.

Human activity as embodied and situated
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In the discussion of Newell and Simon we noted that symbolic behavior was considered an
abstract theory on a level above computers as well as human beings. To allow the formal
approach to be applied the problem space was closed, all symbols, operations and states
belonging to the specific problem to be solved were enclosed in this space. Oll. the one hand
this procedure would be defended by NewelI and Simon Oll. the grounds that the abstract level
included the essentials of the problem solving process. Oll. the other hand we can say that
intrinsic aspects of the object of study have been locked out. To isolate a theoretical domailI.
Oll. its own is the characteristi~feature .of essentialism, where the absrracted form is given
precedence over content, where the absti'aCt.Jormalisms are located in a realm of their own
parallel to concrete reality, and where it hence becomes impossible to connect the two
domains (cf. Axel, (92)). The problems of essentialism follow us as long as we stick to formal, abstract theories. We saw how perception, leaming and development were separated
from perf0I1IIan ce inp11ieI to allow for fortnalization§i Whel1'fpgnitiv<:.science do.es.takeon
the tilsk of theorizlng aboutleaming, itis viewed asacquiringej(.isting knowledge, lelunirigis
af""ays ~derstood inJlle past tense..V{e recognize thaqo. 'l.€fgnj,tive science existing kriow-~'
"."T~age·cåh:~~Jdrt)alnedfu: a c!osed pr06Iemspace.in W~b':me .f!O~.·~r;lilio,}"Iedgefroinnbde~.;;'g:',.

f,fli.1f{~'it~;:iW~~~~~i8
, "'''f,z'(i 1-'<0'< Toavoid Iosing'central aspects of oursubject;'wemustl~tourtheoryof human'behavior, .. 0

;!.;,t';i;;;r~

of human activity, bemolded by its subjectmatter:1'his n:ie<Ih~thal \Ve ~annot eXt:J:ac:t)tout of
. :c.••. •·.•. r.:.".T.::.
. • . .•o._.:...•'.t.i.•.:o..•....!.•;..,
1<'[iSteaffu:·we'irtli.st"emefgeourselves'iri i11~ matenålproces.s: TO'§rep'båbR'tå see fo'rtnalismS""""'" '- - ", ,"
'~'t:~Gused as tools in the computer scientist's. shop and thus to study concrete human subjectivity,
", >s' ,-~".", means to enter material human activity.'To step back, moreover, means to include ourselves as
;~ _-.I, participants in the social process investigated. We (nvestigators are human beings ourselves,
:'~"~~~:; we must be guided by our own participation in the processes: OUI participation is our human
,~. \
\' method - our ethno-method - with which we explore human aCtIVIty. The dIfferentiations we
i'
make must be relevant to participants, including ourselves. We must begin with the object we
confront when stepping back, with the social activity of human subjects in the shop and its
meanings. This approach can be generally characterized as working with concrete, real
activity and with embodied and situated meanings.
..,
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In our case, to study concrete, real activity means to ask ourselves how the operator comes
to identify what is in front of him as an alarm, - to ask how he recognizes this particular thing
in front af him as an alarm, as having universal aspects. li now we claim that we must study
how the operator sees the particular thing in front of him we defy ourselves: we are only able
to identify it through universals: e.g. "particular" and "thing" are universals of language
presupposing a very general level of discussion. Oll. the other hand we have claimed that we
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cannot presuppose universals, that would mean to relegate their development out of the field
of study. To study conerete" real activity thus illcludes studying the object of activity as the
dialectical unity of the piirtfcular and the universal. It means to study how the particularities of
the object is determined through its universalities and how the universalities through the
particularities, how the two opposites develop each other in human social activity. Conerete,
real activity unites the human being and the situation, constitutes an active organism-envi
ronment relationship. What gives meaning to the human being .. what is relevant to it - malæs
it act. A first broad identification of meanings is their relevancy for acting, and meanings as
part of the active organism-environment relationship are embodied as well as situated.

I

The meanings of so~j.~.LA~tivj.ty_.are.embodied..The.embodied aspect is a unity of a species
specific and biog!'3-Phicalperspective in human activity. Even though the term embodiedness
I
is-noT-used-;ithin Critical Psychology, we may explicate the species specific aspects of
I
human activity with categories from Critical Psychology. To Critical Psychology the social
nature of human. beings implies that they satisfy- their needs through socially produced ohjects
(cf. Tolman and Maiers (1991), p.l2c15):Theref~re, even though specific societies restrict
the development of some individuaIs more (han otliers, such a differentiation in social oppor
tunities is seen as ahistorically conditioned aspect of society. The fundamental aspect of
society is the fact that it provides human beings with objects to consume for the satisfaction of
their needs, and this provision is aresult of productive human activity. Now, ihe embodied .
o. aspects'manifest themselves in the organiza,tion of human activity,its imrnediate as weU,iS'"
mediated aspects. TIle human beings as bodies in social time and space must arran ge their ac
tivities_in. ~ore or less ~regular. and interW6ve~. r?unds: repeated participalion~' in.diff~ren.t: ~.-: ~,:;:. o'':. ";'"
SOCIal actlvltIes and thelt coordmatIon (cf Dreter (94, pp. 72-74), Holzkamp (95)). Some of '* . . " 1- ~:
theorounds rake care of immediate need~, sleep: food, social contact, others make mang e- .. __ .~o __ .'
ment5 around them, provide shelter, fo.0't .etc,:ye]',. o!,he~ :!Ct1vitie~ ,enterjn!O _more. :ned~at~4: ,,;.:..,;::,~ _0_/ ",'
and interwoven connections, participation. in societal produ~tive activities ar ~eir arrange- .'" • '~~ -.~ :'-.!. E
ments etc. We may take this to mean that generaIly die embodled aspect of meanmgs concems ..
i
a speCIes speclfic arrangement of acrivity rounds based on an individual history of situated
.
.,. changesand developments. When we confrontacp\lerete human bemg, the meanings it acts
l upon within sets of acts and their arrwgements may therefore aIso Ile understood aS
.expression of the unity of the species specific and biographical perspectives in its activity.
o

o

I'

I

an

The meanings of social activity are situated. This implies that they change according to the
relevancies of the situation. The relevancies of the situation change according to the activity
of the subject and to situational aspects here and now, other locations and other times, that is
to general and specific aspects of the situation. To cope with situational changes, the
individual must develop. Thus it can be said that situated activity always involves changes in
knowledge and action (Lave (93), p. 5), meaning is a part of and a product of social history.
Furthermore, the circumstance that meaning is situated implies that each participant in
activity with each his perspective has its angle on the meanings of the situation. TIlis has also
\
implications for the meaning of tools, and is related to the concept of boundary object (Star
and Griesemer, 1989). Boundary objects are common objects in an institutional setting, where
each group of participants organize their specific rounds according to thost? aspects of the
boundary objects which are relevant for activities in their site.
Furthermore, to step back to see formalisms as tools in the computer scientist's shop and
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thus to study human activity means to study human subjectivity, to investigate purposeful
human activity in the shop. It is important to determine the uses of the tool sets, the purposes
they
serve and the anticipations and organisations they set up. Within the trend of investiaat
.
o
mg embodied situated activity Critical Psychology is conspicuous for having deve10ped a
category of the subject (Holzkamp (1983), Tolman and Maiers (1991)). It has already been
stated that studying human activity as embodied and situated is to think developmentaJly. The
inherent intent of such a project is to grasp human beings as active participants in their own
development dependent on the social circumstances. The category of subject is meant to grasp
these aspects. It is many sided and systematically developed within Critical Psychology, here
it can only be sketched. Subjectivity is seen as having developed phylogenetically from the
need for exploratory activity in mamals. Animals explore unknown aspects in their biosphere
in arder to master them. Along with the development of human social nature the need for
exploratory activity evolved into a'iieed toexplore and cooperatively master unknown aspects
of the social situation of the human being, be they objects, meanings, social processes having
impact on .its life, social processes. it'partaie~in" or..wliiitevei.'Tlie'·need is-calledproductive
need. The exploration unfolds throughardinary activitywhen the conditions make it
meaningful to the subject, and as an exploring participant in social processes the subject
changes itself by changing changed circumstances. The productive need is thus the origin of
human active development, and since any activity, even the most distracted routine, contains.
possibilitiesf()rdevelopment, the productive needs must be considered to be involved in any-'
activity to a',gi-eater Ol' lesser extent To think developmentally is to think in possibiIlties,
accordinglyCritical Psychology opens,up for actions.ll()t bei~g totaIly determined by sociaL
conditions;bu"tåppeanng' aSpossibilities tor acilmruiidei'~~t~;cc5nditions.Iti5stared"ihilL'T("
whert ahuiirari beingacrs~ ir makesuse oftfieconditio~s:..of'ltSsocialposition, af tileii;i"·~>•

•. meanin&.foi.}~.

~CSig~ ·P?ssibilities··•. J:"I1~,:sateg0I,f.of~c~g~d?;()\fn~~: ..f~.a'~oCal ~0~S,!()~·:!1:7';~:.··.;.·

.categoryo!.~ubJeCIlVlty,

our '..determmauons ofitprodtl,ctlves.;n~~~;,.apt1(lrr poss;b~1tl~s "m~;",r:;,:.;;:;".
conditions merge"in itA human being is said to. hayeiiction..p.ot~ilce,if the social cOnditiort§,-,(-,1:'::"
open up the possibility. for a humanbeing to have the ahility' to participate. in the. social'.. "'. ",,'.\
regulation and development of its life coilditions. Hereability means subjective poteillialS in",' . X', .....
relatioo,ti:ithose-hfthe···situation. Actibli..l!9ten~ jssærims3"Spc±ies-"specifich1!..I'IT!l!.:?ee&~ts.~ .. :;~~i;Æ~i~;;jx
need character becomes evident in for example the fear of being exposed to adverse social
conditions. It is common in social scie'nce to find conceptions where the social beings are
either seen as totally socially determined Ol' as totally free-wheeling, as if they were able to
change their life at will. The category of subject is developed to grasp the circumstance that
human beings are active and socially determined. The fact that they are beings socially
evolved means that what happens to them and what they become cannot happen without them
being active. Human beings relate...to,...act..in..ancLthet:eb.y...chang~Jh~ir soc~ conditions. Any
act is a recim:Q.caLchange-oLcircumstanCi:s,and_subie9ts"tbe..g~9gr:apbi.cal al)d organlZaUonal
extent of developmentbeing alsodependenton.the,conditions.. of the.act. ..
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The subject makes use of its action conditions. The conditions are not exploited one at a
time. but all the conditions and their interwoven relations and contradictions in a situation
constitute one complexqualitative evaluation of the situation, on which the subject acts.
However, even though all meaningful aspects of the situation form part of the evaluation of
relevancies, the subject focusses on some, differentiates, selects Ol' unfold some as the most
pertinent on the background of the situation. Tills irnplies that meaning is not additive, nor ab
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stractal2.~e from the situation, it is a ~ituatt:~__tg~ity,That is, meaning cannot be pieced to
gether into a close,rpr06Iem-space-as we attempted when discussing in what way the formal
theory of NewelI and Simon would determine how an operator reacts to alarms. On the
contrary, the operator estirnates the confi"ouration of alarms accordin"o to his knowled"e
o of the
plant, its general state of disrepair, of how it was regulated by the operator on duty before
him, on how much trouble he can delve into just now, etc, etc. He made use of all these
conditions in his reaction, you may ask him and he wil1 explain. But he did not refiect on each
of them and then acted. He acted on the complexqualitative evaluation, and then refiected
when you asked. He could go on giving aspects and reasons for his action for as long as you
cared to ask (cf. Garf1l1_l(el (67) p. 24ft). There is no closure, and all the same he made an
evaluation of the total situation and acted on a pattern of considerations in the situation. Had
he refiected, it may have let him apprehend future events. and his refiection on his acts may
make him learn why things happened, and imply the reorganization of future complexqualita
tive evaluations. But refiection presupposes .that the person has experience from activity to
refiect on. Furthermore, he is. not only acring on immediate considerations as the set of
alarms, etc., but also on mediated ones, aSoll·what happened to the plant on the previous duty,
on the general state of disrepair of the plant, where his evaluation of the general state is also
determined by what he generally expects about repair states in his society, etc. Situated
meaning is socially mediated (Dreier (93) p. 113).
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': .been.stated
that
to the.. .'
.. , ~Now,
-..._. --it has _
.' .
. ... ",.situated meaning is historical and changinRi!ccording
_..~". . relevancies. ()f.the_siwqti.on~and..that meanings are accordingly.. organized.specificall):...oJL~~.
.
·location~~..<I,!Ijmti tution.in,a society.Fro~ sucha locatio ll sjtuated me.aIJiQg):eac~~,~tow~:;.., .•..
oih.t;i)i~cati.ons. Additionally it has been stated that meanmgsare themeaniilgs:..9f..J;Q.l14.itiQ.ns-'b· .
'. f9TJll;.tion':"P9,s.ilbilitie,s. AlI~hi~.i[J1plieqhatmeaningsmusti?~Jlij.Q.~I!tg5!~ fr.~~ theJ2erspec- ..'
..•..'. tiyc< oUh; suhject, though they are not subjectill~Jnth~ s(:!1se of beingarbitrary.oJ free-spin~.~·
.. ning.'Each meaning has its material CO!1~i1i.Q.ll§_&ld.;.!!1Jien~L"-9Q.sel:(~erices,
Ti:Srelations to: ..
other times and IJlaces:..Bound up with· thesubjective 'perspective meanings--ai€ ' basedon . ,"
interests to achieve certain anticipated events. The distribution of conditions and resources
opens up for configurations of more or less comprehensive, more or less restrictive inter.es~ ...~
The distribution is a central element in the fonnation of the different perspectiv'es'on a"
situation. Among the different perspectives there may be conflicting interests about
participation in the social regulation and development of the conditions and resources. This
implies conflictual negotiations of the state of the system. Like meanings the conflicting
interests are mediated. A confiict between mr White and mr Blue in a control room is not only
an immediate conflict between persons, nor a mediated confiict between only professional
groups, but also between classes. As participants we have no privileged position from which
we can judge who is right. The general ambiguity of conflict processes does not aIIow for an
unequivocal definition of the initial problem. Individual points of view an the problem will
not totally coincide, and no individual contradiction could be defined more closely than
simply a contradiction (cf. Dreier, (91), p. 202).
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According to the relative positions and scope of jnterests_aLthe..~pantsin con.q~
deadlocks or development are create!L.Deadlocks may be tense or relaxed, development may
be step by step or a fundamental reorganiZation. Conflicts may come into deadlocks for mant
reasons:, the distribution of resources .may inakeAset of restrictive interests possibie so that .• ,"
the actioiis-ofsom-;;'bl~~kilie interests or others. The reciprocal -1~~soor~o;iTol in confllCtS' .
,---~_
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narrows the view of participants additionally. In such cases the conflicts become easily
personalized (Dreier, (91), p. 203)..When conflicts open for development, the scope of the
•
~/1..,:"u.lA.tJ-.
relevant mterests are more comprenensive. ane way such a scope can be patterned can be
identified in the folIowing case. Christof Ohm (89) has written areport on a participatory
planning of a new computer system in a botanical garden. The botanists with a universiry
degree.d.efined the institution as one which should serve the scientific classification of plants,
while the gardeners without a university degree saw the institution as one which should serve
the cultivation of rare and not well known plants. Ohm mentions that thisrype of conflict
seems to be inherent in the organization M botanical gardens, andmenti~n~_that"at ;;c~rtrin
point in time it lay'behind thesuicide of a director of a bota:nical garden. The introducti;);of a
computersysfe'i!i'[ortheregistrationof plarii~ created an apportunity for changes. an the
basis of discussions with the professional groups a common project was outlined, The
extinction of many plants in nature was made the background for setting up the task of storing
seeds from plants for future use while entering, into a database their classification as well as
information on their growth andcultivatiori.1hus a new computer system was an opportunity
to expand the two specific interests'and fuus·movetowards a more comprehensive one.
an the basis of the presented categories we can now here explore alittle further how
meanings are established, We will give a hint of how the process of identifying meanings
works, the process Cassirer argued to be presupposed in formal systems. As meanings are
embodied and situated tota1ities, we cannot say that they are abstracted - pulled out - from a
situation. we have said that they are focussed figures on a situational background. Thus all
possibly rneaningful aspects of the situation may form part af the,evaluation ofrelevancies,
on the basis of'which the subject focusses on a meaningful formation of.the situatioæ::rhe,'",
main sides of activity involved in our discussion will be its productive,consumptive. arid;
distributive facets and lts aspects af time, space and,mat,tt:l'{'AsmeanjJJgsa;e,so~i~il~~);;
used - or coiisumed : but as they change with thesii.uation.'t~u!taneously~'Se(faiia:~c ,.
're-prOduced eacli urne anew. As meanings are situated, they are concrete and partlcuIar, as ..
they'are-recogn1z'aole from sitUation to situaiiOn;they are tlAi'l@f5lli-ør-di,lrlbtrtetl:" Meanmgs
are "lliuSdeternuned as the uniry .of. the universal aIld the particular, of consump~on and .' ;
production in activiry, .
. . . . .. ", "
.
.--When social objects .. processes, routines or tools .. ,are consumed or used in activity, they
are seen as the unity of the universal and particular aspects of meaning. Regulating or investi
gating the plant in which I work, and which has been designed by contractors with an
anonymous operator in mind, I will make a particular reproduction of its general use on the
basis of my previous experience. Dependent on the circumstances and my relations to them,
my reproduction will modify the universal theme I find in the plant, the modification
spreading from the easily overlooked to the conspicuous, easily remembered way of use.
When I observe your particular way of regulating the plant, Inotice the contrast between
what you do and what I would have done. When I see how you do il, I may wonder, what
makes you do it that way. Dependent on the circumstances and my relation to them based
upon previous experience, I may investigate the reasons more or less thoroughly, and deepen
my knowledge of the particular circumstances in this case, thereby grasping the universal
aspects of the situation better. In other words, the greater my experienoe, the better I grasp at
the same time the universal and particularaspects of the situation.
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My regulation of the plant, and my investigation of your way of doing it is part of the
general social distribution of that kind of plants: The plant or its components must be
incorporated in a widespread social practice so that we can find its meaning by identifying
differences and similarities, particularities and universalities in different uses. There are some
plants like this one and we hear what kind of problems operators of the other plants run into.
Our group works each day with this plant, regulates it routinely under different circumstances.
I regulate the pump and other professional !;"TOUPS repair them, construct them, buy them.
Thus we all routinely work with components in the plant for complementary purposes, in
different locations, sometimes for the purpose we believe the component is meant for, other
times not, and we may for different reasons contest each other's use of the components. In the
midst of the conflicts and reciprocal contestations each of my regular uses of these
components acquires an obviousness to each of us, which makes it look as if the meaning of
the plant and its components were carried by them. However, if r discover an artefact, a tool
or a language, whose use nobody knows of, r may only recover its meaning, if I can relate it
more ar less directly to artefacts, whoseuse is °known. The tool acguires its meaning throug!!
the kinds of practice relatedto_the:...oneo:':ito was·. meant for, and the meaning cannot be
understood only from the form of the tool. The to;-i";;acoiiditlonOfiife-To7 me,andiliIougfi
coml'_alii.;;;:;s=~~_~~'~~ooll~-p-r.-;;~tic~so;i5 o. form becomes -meaningflirfiJ~r\:1e'-gyopenirig -neW o
acuim possibilities, which I may explore further on my own.
..
00
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When the contractors produced
'des;~~~d'~-;l~~t:' ~ey gave It a particufar>foriri o
according to their anticipation of its general use. The meaning they found in that kind of . o
plants made them form it in this way When the operators began to regulate the plant; they:
may for good reasons the contractors did not know, and has no need to know, use it in ways . ,
onot anticipated. The contractors cann'lt daim that the operators have used it wrongly, eve ri
though the. use was not included in their generar apprehension.Such phenomena deIl-1onstrat~"-<
that tools get their meaning through meir 50ciar use, and there is GO crucJiil dIfference oet'wteii;'
ifie procels~s_QL~c<:.9!~iI!i the tool with I"heaning when.. it is used in the general and common -.
wayorin a unique way. The'ge-neraI"use tiie-designer-anticipated is-nonmri1ai1efitTntnetoo!~
rUs ;lotwntten an tfie forehead af a chair that ane can sit an it, use it as a ladder, as a weapon,
~-fi;e-wood if it is made of wood etc. But wnen IUSea-f60f"miI1e-geilefaI and commonway,
~~an say that Luse it M..il1.tin~"d....aiia be ~iht:
...---- --

>.

Meanings have here been determined as the meaning of conditions for action possibilities,
and thus as based on interests to achieve ends. To be interested in achieving a specific
situation is to value it, which is the result of an emotional evaluation af the present and future
state af the situation and the subject. To evaluate a future state af a situation is to anticip~t~
what may happen and to strive for .Q..ne oethe possibilities: We are not able to know exactly
whal thefuture holds for us, we may have a general idea, we may have a hunch, a more ar
less vague perception of what may come, which makes us explore possibilities. r strive to
achieve something which I perceive vaguely. r strive differently according to my anticipation,
and my endeavour shapes my anticipation: to have a hunch in explorative activity is a basic
phenomenan, which forces us to _~IEit the c:.~~~~ Ofl::og!!:i!iYfl1J.n~tions_lIt-.emQt!2..ns. We
- - cannot say [hat emotions determine cognition, nor can we say that cognition determines
meaning, but we must acknowledge their interrelatedness. This makes us see that we cannot
subtract emotion and be left with objective meaning as the remainder. pmotion and cogniti.Qn
as a unity form situ~ted._lIleanil1g,_ This also implies that we cannot talk abstractedly about
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either emotion or ~lJgllition, ,,,,hen we diseuss eo~nLtJ.Y_~_<Ispe_e!s, gtm<::a.!l!ngs, we are also
implymg-therr-emotional aspe.s;tset--Yice,.yersa.' The huneh, 'the open idea-;-ieady'to'"be
reorgaruzed aeeordiiig'-fore1evaneies in praxis whieh it guides and is guided by, is that
objeetive phenomenon whieh we talee as a guideline to understand even the most stable
perceptions in human eonseiousness. This rJlust mean that a perC::,e.Q.tion
in eonseiousness may
-,._.. _. __ .. --------..
always,,~.e developed further, and that therefore the very likdy possibility exists that we may
in'principle at any time do the right thing-forthewrorigreasons.'·---···
' - ' ..
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Thus, within the re-produetion of _rJl~_aping,J~motionsandf9g!!iAq~~_reciE.rocally
~~!errrti!!Lng_e.~~~_.2thc::.~..i!!_<IprC),;<::s~Yrlayil1ggn
,the dialectical unity o0f, t\le ;PE"ti.c..lJ}_~~~}~~
uE!~,e,S'~oLnecessityand eOineidenee~and progre.~~ing. from the arbdt.aiJ' _b_egiflningt() tlJ~
unfol~~d.ge.n-~rill-m<::<!Iling. This is implicated when I act and think, and when I think acts. In
principle it is a process which in relation to the object can talee its beginning anywhere, stop
anywhere. With good reasofl~J.l:S_~~ginning,-<::nd,.and direction is detennined 1:IY <:()!!ditiQns iu
the situation, my, previous eXQerience,,_and ,my evaJuation. Beginning anywhere means
beg;nn;ni-;,vlih-soirie-asp(:~t -;;fpraxis,'e:g. ~ither notions, or perceptions, pr yague feeliiigs:li
ciiilii.6t mean thatabs'tract ~ni~ersais <iiep;'~s~~ed~tthe starting point, but anywhere concrete
meaning in concrete activity can unfold. With a tenn picked from Jean Lave (1988), we could
call the process for gap closing, a process of changing circumstances according to anticipa
tions and anticipations according to circumstancesuntiJ what unfblds is acceptable as whatis
~~~~
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Even if it is cla1med that meaning resi<ies in consciousness" it must, be made absoluteLY
clea:r1/m(meaiiing.ls:social anddy~arnic, meaning lsthe.coprdinating tythmQ( social..d.~c::~,:/
Meaningdoes not comefrom within, from archetypical symbols iJJ. my hereditary constituu6n ",' ',' .,,'
.ar othder~once~~on~liket&~t ~or iStuit ~nhere~t in thin~~B~~t~ty01S.~a;eeps~ng' i~~:c;yfO~:y'~~' "atJ!:'i,~ ,,:j
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111is, thc:!l, ,is"!1.,,c::onception of situated meaning. Mealling is as stable as the conditions for
activity, cilanges according to activity and wanes' with the conditions of activity. As stated,
this does not imply that meaning is irnmediate and only concerns the situation here and now,
but it implies that the focus of an organized system of meaning is detennined by the
organization of kinds of situations, their anticipations and tools. I may still have an idea what
this alarm means, even if I have not reacted to it for years, but my concrete reaction to it with
all its shortcuts, remedi,es and smartness comes to me through repeated reaction in the rounds
of everyday work situations.
The conception irnplies that the establishing,.Qf..situated_ro~,mi!1g_~:m..h.e§!_~i!':~.t:.~?~~ted i~_.
_e.Y~!Y.tayJife., Work sit1latLQns__ are_on~_par:LQt!l]lmal1'!.c\!vi):y, ,1/{,~e~.all t_~~ ::r2~y~i~~.~~pects
of a situationcoalesce, to .,accord iLwiUt..meaning. This process can be identified in the
negotiation of eITors in the folIowing exploration of some operators working in a district
heating system.
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AN EMPIRICAL EXPLORATION OF TOOL USE WITH
LOCALIZED :MEANINGS
The plant
We willlook at a district heating system - which I will caU the "Company" - from the point
of view of its operators. What is said about the localization and funtioning of the "Company"
in the community is to be understood as the perspective coming into view through a
confrontation between a researcher and a group of operators. The task will be to demonstrate
that the problem-based and localized understanding of the operators is emerging as the result
of according the plant with meaning in its social connections. The plant as a toGI comprises
ways of working, which left to themselves would make them wander beyond social
meaningfulness. This ongoing process is a .central part of the work conditions of the operators.
They must bend the ongoing activities bY' relating to the social needs, demands, and
anticipations they are exposed to in their workplace. It will also be important to understand
the broader perspectives they talk about as getting their meaning from the daily operation of
the network.
The "Company" must be considered as a societal response of the eighties to the oil crisis in
the seventies. The response is multifaceted, there is no single goal, no unequivocal intent, to
use a term from Bourdieu, the response is orchestrated with no conductor. Among the aspects
of the response, the ecological and economical ones are in the foreground. Each aspect is
complex and laden with potential conflicts.
This goes right into the core of the physical process of the plant: From the perspective of
the power plants, the heating system is a cooleant agent. The water under high pressure in the
pipes carries heat away from the plants. The water runs through a number of heat exchangers,
which cools the water of the district healing system, and the cooled water returns to remove
yet another round of heat. From the perspective of the consurners, be they municipalities or
households, the district heating system through the heat exchangers delivers heat, relatively
cheap compared to other available resources. As a cooleant agent, the system must be at
disposal aeeording to the production of electricity. As a heating agent, the system must be at
disposal according to weather conditions. Many times the conditions will support each other,
e.g. during the winter it is cold and dark, therefore the need for heat and electricity are both
enhanced, the 24 hour rythm of the two needs is also a close match. But even in winter, some
days are colder than others, although each of those days can be as clouded as the other, etc.
The operators say that in the beginning of the operation of the network, old power plants
supplied the heat. Prior to the construction of the net these plants had had the control over the
levelof produetion of electricity as well as heat. This made the operators of the power plants
reluctant to respond to the needs of the "Company", and created a lot of tension. The newer
plants started up with the "Company" already present, therefore the operators of those plants
easily accomodated for the needs of the "Company".
This story of a deve10pment contains aspeets of aregularly appearing pattern in the
explanations of the operators: as a start they describe a situation, which is unappealing
because some need is not met and you get a lot of trouble, discord and confliet between work
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groups of the net. Then they telI you about the arrival of a new rule or component, either of
which solves some problems. If you specifically ask, you will hear that it also creates others,
and are reassured that as an answer to the present state of discord and conflict a new set of
rules or yet a new component is set-up, either of which creates order and a smoothe operation.
IT there are stil! disagreements it is a matter of yet another round in greater detail. Thus the
vanishing point of their stories is an end state, which they laughingly talk about as unachie
vable, and which resembles the night shift: the graph giving the trend is a nice, smooth curve,
and the operator can lean back in the big arm chair and watch everything with no need of
doing anything. Their stories are thus in compiiance with the formal' approach: it is possible to
implement the automation of the plant, so that nothing needs to be done. But if one persists
and asks whether conflicts between the cooting of the plant and tile heating of the city are
really settled, or are still a source for action, one can get a spectrum of answers. Some wilI tel!
you that the contradiction still pops up in the anticipation of rare situations. For example in an
emergency situation the need for etectricity must be met before the need for heating. Also,
operators of an electrical pow,er plant are nor allowed to strike, but operators of a heating
plant are. Others will telI you, that the 'conflict between heating homes and cooting power
plants will constantly pop up in the acquisition of different components, and give a recent
acquisition as an example. You will also hear about rules, which are constantly contested and
which are set-up so that the priority of power production is ensured. Thus, on the one hand,
you are presented with an official story in comptiance with the general ideology of an
automated work place: the plant will nearly run by itse!f, if only you can disregard some small
annoyances. But if you persist and scratch the surface, you can colIect a set of examples,
illustrating conflicts permeating the process of the plant, and having different appearances in
the everyday work functions.
The "Company" was established to save money, and it is organized according to the way
power production has been organized in Denmark for many years, a procedure which has
pecutiar resonances in the basIC ideological prescription of the eighties: Even though the
"Company" cannot go bankrupt ør be raken over by a competitor, it is driven as a private
enterprise and must show profits. Cost efficiency is in the mind of everyone
The "Company" is the result of the cooperation of municipalities at different levels at their
organization. It is not unusual among the- operators to interprete each action of the authorities
according to "whom does it benefi,". In the net of a certain part of town the water runs at
lower temperatures than other parts. At the same time there is a limit to the amount of water,
which can run through that specific net. This means that the "Company" cannot meet demands
with cheap heat from its main net. In that case the municipality is allowed to start up an
expensive power plant at the expense of the "Company". Because the "Company" has the
monopoly of selling and buying heat, it must buy the more expensive heat from the power
plant and sel! it to the municipality which owns the plant and runs the net. This in the opinion
of the operators can only mean that citizens from other municipalities will have to pay for the
heat in this part of town.
Within the organization the operators can be identified according to their tasks and the
tasks of the work group with whom they have the dosest relations, the engineers. The
widespread use of computers in the eighties has made it possibie to automate the regulation of
the district heating system on a level not seen before. In a control room the operator on duty
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sits at a console with seven computer screens and some keyboards for entering commands.
Here he monitors and modifies the regulation of the network. As a consequence their
work1oad has been eased in some aspects, and the designers foresaw a new one, boredom and
emptiness. Therefore they followed a trend in high tech work places in Scandinavia to
combine work functions. In the past few decades before the advent of the computerized plant
these functions were divided as a matter of fact between specific workgroups. Now the
operators of the "Company" perform as well the regulation of the plant as the maintainance of
some aspects of it. They are also involved in the "ripening" of the plant, and in the planning .....
and evaluation of the regulation.

ca/ibrating pumps and valves or reconstructing the plant?
But these work fimctions are not easily distinguished. They are constantly changing, and
what at one time looks like calibrating will at another time appear a~ mending a faulty
component. The folIowing exarnple on work on the heat exchangers demonstrates the change
of meanings according to the perceived goals.
The heat exchanger is a complex piece of equipment, which can most easily be identified
by four of its main components (See figure one). First there is the heat exchanger itself, where
heat is exchanged through metal plates between the water of the "Company", the prirnary side
of the heat exchanger as seen from the "Company", and the water of the consumer, the
secondary side. an the primary side hot water enters the exchanger, gives off heat to the
secondary side, and cooled water then leaves the exchanger on the return side of the primary
side. Immediately after the exchanger it passes through a valve and then a pump. These
components regulate the arnount of water passing through the prirnary side, determined by the
temperature of the water, which leaves the exchanger on the secondary side. Here a regulating
device is located, which measures the temperature of the water and compares it to a set-point.
If the temperature is lower than the setpoint, a command is issued to the valve on the primary
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side to open more up. More water will pour through the exchanger, and the temperature on the
secondary side will increase above the setpoint, a command is issued to close down a certain
amount, and now less water will pass through on the primary side. This will go on for a while,
and the oscillations will become less and less, and in the end the secondary side will get a
stable supply of water at a set temperature. To this is added a further refinement The
regulating valve onthe primary side will cause the least disturbance of the pressure in the
network, if its opening is within a specific range. If the changes in the amount of water are so
large that the opening of the valve is outside this range, then - after some time has passed and
the change thereby has proven stable - the state af the pump is changed automatically in such
a way that the valve will be within its opening range and the temperature on the secondary
side still meets the set-point
Now, the interplay of pumps and valves within the network as a whole creates pressure
waves, which the designers were not able to calculate before the construction of the system.
Therefore they made it the task of the operators to identify the Qpening range of the valves,
the amount of opening asked f()~lW the iegulating device on the secondary side, and the steps
in effect the pumps must take wfH:n' chmfging the opening of the valves. A part of the
construction of the system was thus transferred by the construction engineers to the operators.
This calibration occupied the operators for four or five inonths after the initiation of the
system. Out of this work emerged two strategies of regulation, each advocated by its ori
ginator. One strategy was to let the valves stay as open as possible. This would cause the least
loss of pressure, and therefore economize the effect used in the pumps; It also meant that the
pumps would accomplish a greater part of the regulation. The other strategy was to let the
valve regulate the small changes, and the pump the bigger Ofi(~S. This would ensure a more
stable delivery to the consurner on the secondary side. There would, however, be a slight loss
in pump economy, as the pump would have to work for a short time under adverseconditions.
But the operator advocating this strategy also had a solution to this slight impediment He said ,
that the regulating device on the secondary side should also be changed so that it could send a
command directly to the pump, if the change in heat was greater than a specified valne and .
lasted for at least a specified time.. In this way one could avoid the two step regulation of
longer lasting large changes in temperature. But the operator could not make the managers
pay the expenses for such a change in the working of the regulating device.
Since the .inception' of the .strategies .their originators each worked according to th~ir .
preferred strategy. When arriving at work, they tuned thesystem according to their strategy.
Being on duty after one of the two advocates the newcomers did not change the setpoints. but
watched their behavior, and tested them. Some apparently did not, however, align in the
discussions, while others felt the urge to alter the settings, if the system was not stable during
their shift. The constant altering of the settings proved to, be a source of irritation. The
operators had tried to agree on a comrnon policy on some meerings, but had not achieved
agreement, and the conflict had gone stale. I was told, that you could not really discuss the
matter anymore. It was comrnon lore in the control room to consider the divergence as
personal differences, maybe one could even say a matter of personal style or taste.
, Now" at the time of observation some problems occurred in a heat exchanger station
belonging to a municipality. The engineers working with it contacted the operators in order to
get some help: The operator, whoadvocated the strategy of stable supply, made the contaet,'
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cation network handles a command as an inconvenience due to specific features of the
system. He may see many reasons for the inconvenience, limitations of present technology, of
resources put into the project, of the quality of the specifications. They are all related to his
task as a designer. Furtherrnore, the inconvience is not an error, if the mode of operation is
within specifications agreed upon. The operation engineers inspect the system and must
account for incidences in the system within the organization. Therefore they consider the
mode of operation an error due to ies possible consequences, and get annoyed with such an
error delivered with a system, for which they payed so much. The operators consider the
mode of operation as a siUy characteristic of the system not worth mentioning and easily
circumvented, but which it would be nice to be without. Furtherrnore these are not fixed and
deterrnined position8. The operation engineers looked up the specifications and found ground
for action, they made a case of It, and are now negotiating with the contractor how to handle
the situation. The outcome of the negotiations will become conditions to which each group
must relate, in order to accord them with meaning.

Testing a pump.
Each work group thus accord the process in the system with meaning in keeping with their
anticipation of goals, and what counts as errors are part of this production of meaning. The
redefinition of what is an error can also be found in the everyday regulation of the plant.
One cool winterday an operator got a cal1 from a pump station, which contains pumps able
to regulate the pressure in the system, and pumps which are cal1ed fixed pumps, because they
cannot regulate, but work on a fixed level. One of the fixed pumps had been serviced, and
now the service people wanted to check It. Due to the weather the pump station assisted the
power plant in regulating the pressure, the regulating pump was on. As the regulating pump
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was working the operator identified his task as changing the workload to the fixed pump, and
he thought he would have to do it manua11y. He would start the fixed pump in its basin. and
stepwise he would have to open the va1ve manua11y, so that the pump gradua11y overtook the
workload, and the regulating ane would automatica11y recede. Manua11y to open a va1ve the
right amount is not easy. You are only told how many percent the va1ve disc has tumed, and
there is no simp!.e relation between percentage opennes and amount af water able to pass
through the va1ve. Furthermore, there is a delay in the feedback, you cannot in rea1 time see
the opening af the va1ve while you issue the command, and as you only know how lang it
takes to open the va1ve completely, you must judge how great a percentage openness is
required and the time it takes to get there. But the task had to be done, he issued the opening
command while counting slowly to twenty, the amount af time he thought was needed to open
the va1ve to the required position. But, a1as, the pressure went far beyond any anticipated level
(see figur two). This a1so meant that automatic safety measure to protect the system made the
pumps at the power plant stop regulating. This was not anticipated, now the two pumps at the
pump station were both working,maintaining the pressure af the system. But looking at the
situation, the operator discovered he had 'what he wanted: the fixed pump working. Thus there
was no need to go for the situation where the fixed pump had overtaken the work load from
the regulating ane. He would just have to stabilize the present situation, and then linIe by little
give the work af maintaining the pressure back to the pumps at the power plant. Thus
correction af errors is never pursued relentlessly, but is only maintained so far as the
functioning is understood as an error. The operator first ehanged circumstances according to
anticipations then he changed anticipations aCGording to circumstances. what unfolded in
front af him was accepted as what they were striving for, he made ends meet. We may a1so
say that gap closing ar other consequences of the ambiquity of the tool stopped the error
correction in the middle af a jump so to speak, as soon as the contextbound meaning af the
tool in a conerete work activity has changed.

CONCLUSION
That meaning is negotiated does not mean that it is not at times self evident. And the other
way round the faet that meaning is sel! evident under certain circumstances does not mean
that it cannot change under other circumstances. In everyday life it will be a not contested
error if the water slipped out af the tubes into the city streets, but one could imagine situations
(e.g. war) where this was a most wanted effect by sume peopie. The point made in this article
is to point to those processes, which establish the self evident true meaning, and which would
a1so under other circumstances establish the opposite true meaning as self evident. This is not
relativity, if anything it is absolute relativity: meanings have conditions and consequences,
meanings mean something.
The cases presented have hopefully demonstrated good reasons for exploring conerete
everyday practice: Forma1ism in everyday practice is treated as a tool. It is gelting its meaning
from the anticipations in everyday practice, and it is bent and reorganized according to these.
This conception has implications for what can become computerized, and what cannot. They
are tentatively sketched out here, to be further elaborated:
Human beings working in an organization must be viewed as producing formalized
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procedures and tools. The stability of the fonnalized procedures, their robustness, will vary
according to many aspects of the organizational practice. Fonna1ized procedures set up to
regulate physical systems must be modified over time according to changes in the way the
system is used as a tool, in the way components are used in the system, and according to the
introduction or development of new components. Sometimes the fonnalized procedures will
need only slight modifications even afte,r extensive changes in the physical system, other
times the fonnalized procedures must be thoroughly rewritten due to smal!, but significant
changes. The fonnal procedures produce<;l to regulate the flow of tasks or the decisions in a
bureaucratic organization, may, dependent on the task at hand, be reiatively open to
.interpretation. Thus fonnalisms for date starnping of letters and journals, produced and used
for matters of accountability, might relatively easily become computerized - dependent on the
action of the workers they can be set up as a well defined and finite set of procedures on a
specified set of elements. But the fonnalisms for much casework are harder to objectify in
computers, here the interpretational or gap c10sing aspect of the use of fonnalisms has a less
controllable function, because it is much more -an expression of the dynarnic development of
sociallife. The fonnalisms of case'work"C:anpot bedetennined definitively by being specified
in minute detail, they come about as the resuit of localized conflict resolution in social
organizations. You cannot detennine the pension of Mrs Smith on fonnal procedures relying
on arnong other things a minutely specified description of her invalidity, what she gets will be
the result of social conflict ridden negotiation arnong the involved parties.
The possibility and ease of computerization is thus dependent on the relationship between
the interpreting, meaning producing, and gap c10sing aspect of human action and the
produced fonnalistic tools. The good reasons to study the concrete everyday practice are to be
able to reach sensible decisions about computerization on the basis of the relationship
between on the one hand the work functions producing meanings and on the other hand
formal procedures. Where the me3Jling producing aspects can be controlled in such a way that
the fonnal procedures can meaningfully be considered as a c1osed, well defined set of pro
cedures stable over time, the procedures can be computerized. In these cases it is also
important to establish a round of work routines which open up for the possibilities of deve
loping challenging, rich, situated experience, on the basis of which the regulation and
monitoring can be perfonned efficiently. Only then can technology be implemented as a
proper enhancement of human powers. 
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To the participants in the Critical Psychology Seminar in Farum, Friday 22nd March 1996.

Here follows a background paper for my presentation "Regulation and Conduct ofLife", The
paper is "soon" to appear in a book from Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
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